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Answer alt the fcHEow :

Qqestioa:3.

a) Mention the sources of indoor air
inside closed spaces.

pollutiom, and classify the contaminants of air
(5 marks)

b) What ane the contents of healthy air? Explain with details the meaning of Xndoor
A.in Quality (IAQ). {4 marks)

c) Air cleaning is one method which is used to control the level of air pollution inside
closed spaces. Explain with details this method. (5 marks)

Quest ion-Z [20 marksl

a- What is the difference between air conditioning process and the air ventilation
processes? (5 marks)

b- Describe using diagrammatic sE<etch, how the temperature difference befiveen
inside places and the outside surrounding can be used to modify the natural
ventilation system. (5 marksl

c- Show the difference between the two methods of industrial ventilation system (i.e.
dilution and local exhaust), and mention only the disadvantages of each method.

(5 marks)

d- Mention the precautions should be considered into account during duct design to
obtain the optirnum design? (4 marks)

Quest ion-3 [15 marksl

a- Discuss the difference between fans, blowers and eompressors with respect to the
pressure ratio" (5 marks)

b- Explain with the aid of diagram the perforrnance curve of fan under specific
conditions of fan voluxne and system static pressure. (5 marksl

c- Mention the different rnethods are used to control the fan air flolv. (5 marks)
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_Question-4 flSS manks?
The diEution vemtiEatiosa is used of tfue wood flae€ory. The flacto"y nlus tt1

disnensions 38max15mx6ru! as shown in tlne next frgr.ere" T'hree inlet areel two exit
openlngs have the same shape ared the saulre dimrensioxls (S.Smx2m). The difference
height befweesr inlef and exit opeming (i.e. F{) is 1.5 rn amd tpre diselearge coefficieret
Cp is 0.61 for atl the openings. The dynamic pressure head at the inlet opening is
1"25 Fa. The average ternperature inside the factony is 32 oC while the outside
temirerature is 24 oc. The air flow rate from duct operuimgs ane es:z}oh of fiee fan
flow rate ancl Qp=Qp=48oh of the fan fXow rate. Takethe pressure loss coefficients at
bend is 0.8 and the exit is 1"0 along the duct. Aiso, take the velocity for the main
duct is 8 nr/s and the fan efficiency is 0.85. Assume ctrcv required datu and calculate
the followins:

i- The required air flow rate if ACR:6.

ii- The natural flow rate based on the wind and the buoyancy effect.

iii- Design the ventilation duct by using the equa! friction coefficient rnethod"

v- The fan horse Power (FIP).
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